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Ambient backscatter communication (AmBC) is an emerging technology that has the potential to offer spectral- and energy-
efficient solutions for the next generation wireless communications networks, especially for the Internet of Things (IoT). Intelligent
reflecting surfaces (IRSs) are also perceived to be an integral part of the beyond 5G systems to complement the traditional relaying
scheme. To this end, this paper proposes a novel system design that enables the co-existence of a backscattering secondary system
with the legacy primary system. This co-existence is primarily driven by leveraging the AmBC technique in IRS-assisted unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) networks. More specifically, an aerial-IRS mounted on a UAV is considered to be employed for cooperatively
relaying the transmitted signal from a terrestrial primary source node to a user equipment on the ground. Meanwhile, capitalizing
on the AmBC technology, a backscatter capable terrestrial secondary node transmits its information to a terrestrial secondary
receiver by modulating and backscattering the ambient relayed radio frequency signals from the UAV-IRS. We comprehensively
analyze the performance of the proposed design framework with co-existing systems by deriving the outage probability and ergodic
spectral efficiency expressions. Moreover, we also investigate the asymptotic behaviour of outage performance in high transmit power
regimes for both primary and secondary systems. Importantly, we analyze the performance of the primary system by considering two
different scenarios i.e., optimal phase shifts design and random phase shifting at IRS. Finally, based on the analytical performance
assessment, we present numerical results to provide various useful insights and also provide simulation results to corroborate the
derived theoretical results.

Index Terms—Ambient backscatter communication (AmBC), intelligent reflecting surface (IRS), unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV),
performance analysis, relaying.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTELLIGENT reflecting surfaces (IRSs) are envisaged to
have a great potential for their applications in the next

generation of wireless networks, including the internet-of-
things (IoT). The IRSs are comprised of a synthetic array
having sub-wavelength passive reflector elements that can
adjust the phase shifts of the impinging waves to efficiently
steer them towards the destination which in turn can enhance
the communication performance. In the context of the future
6G wireless networks, the IRSs can offer higher energy- and
spectral- efficiencies with reduced hardware complexity and
cost compared to the traditional cooperative relaying schemes
[1], [2]. On the other hand, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
are believed to play a crucial role in providing wider wireless
connectivity and coverage to the ground users [3], [4]. Due
to their mobility and high altitude, UAVs can establish their
individual direct line-of-sight (LoS) links with the ground
users to counteract blockages and shadowing in the complex
urban environment [5].

As such, several efforts have been made to integrate the IRS
with UAV to form aerial-IRS networks [6]–[12]. Aerial-IRSs
are particularly suitable for small lightweight UAVs which can
support limited payloads and, therefore, may not be able to
carry heavy radio-frequency (RF) transceivers like the ones
deployed at the base stations (BSs) or relays [6]. In addition,
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it has been observed that the propulsion energy is the major
source of energy consumption for UAV, and energy required
for communication is negligible compared to it. Increasing
payload can significantly reduce the flight time of UAV [5].
Therefore, reducing the payload seems to be one of the
possible solutions to improve the flight time of UAVs. To this
end, deploying active nodes (e.g., BSs/relays) would consume
a lot of energy that can eventually limit the endurance and
operational life-time of the UAVs. Thus, employing a passive
IRS on the UAVs can save some energy cost. Furthermore,
in comparison to the IRS deployed on buildings, aerial-IRS
enjoys more flexibility as it can establish the desired line-
of-sight (LoS) links and avoid a large power loss. Towards
this, the authors in [7] proposed a reinforcement learning
based approach to enhance the performance of millimeter wave
(mmWave) networks using aerial IRS. In [8], the performance
of an integrated UAV-IRS relaying system has been analyzed
in terms of outage probability, ergodic capacity, and energy
efficiency for three different transmission modes. Lu et al.
considered an aerial-IRS enabled relaying method to assist
the BS for an extended coverage [9]. It aimed at maximizing
the worst case signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in a targeted area.
Further, the authors in [10] considered the application of an
aerial-IRS for the anti-jamming communications. The study in
[11] investigates the application of UAV-IRS for IoT networks
to improve the coverage, reliability, and spectral efficiency.
In [12], the placement of aerial-IRS has been optimized to
assist the downlink transmission from a high-altitude platform
(HAP).

On another front, ambient backscatter communication
(AmBC) is an evolving technology that can utilize the RF
signals from the ambient BSs, TV towers, or access points,
for the transmission without requiring active RF components
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[13], [14]. Communication using AmBC does not require
dedicated spectrum and thus, offers spectral efficient means for
wireless information transmission. Leveraging on the potential
of AmBC, various research works have recently focused on
this technology [15]–[23]. For instance, the authors in [15]
introduced a spectrum sharing paradigm for IoT devices based
on AmBC. Authors in [16] studied a cognitive backscatter
network based spectrum sharing for passive IoT. A symbiotic
radio cooperative AmBC has been analyzed in [17] to facilitate
the spectrum sharing. The authors in [18] examined the
outage performance in three different paradigms of cooperative
AmBC systems. In addition, a few other works have explored
the design of IRS-based AmBC networks. A work in [19]
considered an IRS-aided backscattering system to realize the
reliable communication for IoT applications. In [20], IRS
and AmBC have been utilized to enhance the performance
in symbiotic radio system. To enhance the backscattering
links, IRS has been utilized for non-orthogonal multiple access
(NOMA) assisted backscatter communication system in [21].
The authors in [22] integrated IRS, AmBC, and wireless
powered technologies to support the device-to-device commu-
nication. In [23], a deep reinforcement learning is considered
for optimization in IRS-assisted AmBC system. More recently,
the authors in [24] have proposed the synergy between AmBC
and IRSs by showing that certain functionalities such as
medium access control can be outsourced to the programmable
wireless environments to simplify the hardware of the AmBC
device.

Motivated by the above-mentioned discussion, this paper1

proposes a novel system design to investigate the potential of
combining the IRS, UAV, and AmBC technologies. Specif-
ically, the proposed design considers the application of a
cooperative aerial-IRS to help the information transmission
from a terrestrial primary source node to its destination. Mean-
while, a secondary system co-exists on the same spectrum
by relying on the AmBC assistance. The considered UAV-
IRS methodology can provide a wide coverage in ultra-dense
environments, whereas, the employment of AmBC augments
in the effective usage of the spectral resources.

In contrast to the conventional cognitive radio based spec-
trum sharing [26], [27], the co-existence using AmBC primar-
ily differs in two aspects. First, the secondary transmitter (Tag)
does not generate its own RF signal, but rather exploits the
RF signal of primary transmitter for its information transmis-
sion. Second, due to interference from the primary system,
the secondary receiver (Reader) relies upon the successive
interference cancellation (SIC) to decode its information. This
spectrum sharing concept has also been referred to as a
symbiotic radio or cognitive backscattering [28]. For such
a system configuration, we comprehensively investigate its
performance by deriving theoretical expressions for the out-
age probability (OP) and ergodic spectral efficiency (ESE).
Furthermore, we also examine the asymptotic behaviour of
outage performance for primary and secondary systems in
high transmit power regime. Based on our investigations, we

1A part of this paper is reported in [25], where the performance is
investigated over Rayleigh fading channels for the random phase shifting
design at IRS.

provide various insights into the system design.
Notations: We use E[·] to represent the expectation and

CN (0, σ2) to represent complex normal distribution having
mean zero and variance σ2. Also, IN denotes the identity
matrix of size N × N , Kv(·) represents v-th order modified
Bessel function of second kind [29, eq. (8.432.1)], Ei(·) is
an exponential integral function [29, eq. (8.21)], while D·(·)
denotes parabolic cylinder function [29, eq. (9.240)]. We also
use fX(·) and FX(·) to denote the probability density function
(PDF) and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a
random variable (RV) X , respectively, and Pr[·] to represent
the probability. Finally, Υ(·, ·), Γ(·, ·) and Γ(·) denote, respec-
tively, the lower incomplete, the upper incomplete, and the
complete gamma functions [29, eq. (8.350)] and (·)! represents
factorial operation.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

As shown in the Fig. 1, we consider a wireless network com-
prising a primary system including a transmit node S, a UAV-
IRS [8], and a UE on the ground. Secondary system includes
a backscatter capable tag/transmitter T and a corresponding
reader/receiver R. The notion of primary and secondary sys-
tems can be inferred as follows. In the considered setup, both
primary as well as secondary users can be a part of the same
network wherein one has high priority (i.e., legacy primary
system) over the other (i.e., backscattering secondary system)
and hence they transmit over the same spectral resources to
improve the spectrum utilization efficiency.

In this framework, the primary system may be useful to
offload the cell traffic using an aerial node to serve a cell-edge
user which is beyond the strong coverage of a base station in
a macrocell. Whereas, the secondary system can include IoT
devices where T can be a sensor node and R an actuator.
Usually, IoT devices require less power and generally have
low-rate requirements. Owing to the battery-limitations, it is
desirable to save the energy in any possible ways to prolong
the operational time of the IoT devices. Leveraging the AmBC
technology, an IoT node can transmit the signal without having
to generate its own RF signal. Additionally, the secondary
system can also include energy-limited device-to-device (D2D)
communication where backscatter capable node T will be D2D
transmitter and R will be a D2D receiver.

Further, the system operates at sub-6 GHz band [30]. Due
to either an absent or blocked LoS link for direct transmission
between S and UE, the S seeks assistance from a cooperative
node to relay its information. Consequently, an aerial-IRS
mounted on a UAV is considered to be deployed for relaying
the information of S. Aerial-IRS is equipped with N passive
reflective elements that can be reconfigured using a controller.
For the secondary system, the backscatttering capable node
T receives the ambient RF signal from UAV-IRS and thereby
modulates its own information for the passive transmission
towards reader node R. The backscattering node T is consid-
ered to be a semi-passive device having an internal power
source which can support the low-power circuit operations
without requiring energy harvesting [17]. Hereby, we assume
the cooperation between primary and secondary systems to
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Fig. 1: System model of AmBC assisted UAV-IRS network.

facilitate the joint decoding at R which, in turn, can achieve
a reliable backscatter communication [17], [18].

The locations of S, UAV-IRS, and the ground users are
denoted by {qb,qu,qk} ∈ R3×1 with k ∈ {e, t, r}, respec-
tively, in a three-dimensional plane. The UAV is assumed to
be a fixed-wing type which follows a circular trajectory of
radius r at a fixed altitude H ∈ [Hmin, Hmax] with a constant
velocity, where Hmin and Hmax represent the minimum and
maximum possible altitudes, respectively. In general, for the
stationary UE on the ground, the UAV can hover at a given
location to serve the user at any particular time instant. To
model the 3D movement of the UAV, let us consider θ as
an angle of the UAV location with reference to x-axis at
any given instant. Thus, UAV’s location can be represented
as qu = [r cos θ r sin θ H]T where θ governs the UAV
movement in a circle of radius r at an altitude of H above the
ground.

Hereby, we adopt a channel model for air-to-ground (A2G)
propagation which accounts for both the large scale fading as
well as small scale fading. More specifically, for the UAVs,
the large scale fading model is dependent on the altitude,
distance, and elevation angle which are dominant factors for
A2G propagation. As such, the elevation angle between S and
UAV, denoted as ϕb, u, and between ground users and UAV,
denoted as ϕk, u, can be expressed as

ϕb, u=arctan

(
H

|qu−qb|

)
, ϕk, u=arctan

(
H

|qu−qk|

)
. (1)

As UAV can flexibly establish the LoS with the terrestrial
users, the LoS probability between UAV and ground nodes,
i.e., S and UEs, is given by [31]

pL(ϕℓ,u) =
1

1 + C exp (−B(ϕℓ,u − C))
, ∀ℓ ∈ {b, k} (2)

where B and C are environment dependent constants. The
path-loss exponent is given by

α(ϕℓ,u) = pL(ϕℓ,u)cℓ + fℓ, (3)

where cℓ and fℓ are constants which depend on the uplink
and downlink environment.

To characterize the small scale fading, all the channel
coefficients are assumed to be independent RVs whose en-
velopes follow a Nakagami-m distribution [32], [33]. Let
the channels from S to n-th IRS element at UAV, with
n ∈ N ≜ {1, · · · , N}, and from n-th IRS element to UE
and R, are denoted, respectively, as hb,n ∼ Nak (mbu,Ωbu),
hn,e ∼ Nak (mue,Ωue), and hn,r ∼ Nak (mur,Ωur). The
composite channels [16]–[18] from n-th IRS element to R
and UE via T are represented by hn,tr ∼ Nak (mutr ,Ωutr )
and hn,te ∼ Nak (mute ,Ωute), respectively.

Further, we can represent vectors of the channel coefficients
as hb,u = [hb,1, · · · , hb,N ]H , hu,e = [h1,e, · · · , hN,e]

H ,
hu,r = [h1,r, · · · , hN,r]

H , hu,te = [h1,te , · · · , hN,te ]
H ,

and hu,tr = [h1,tr , · · · , hN,tr ]
H . In addition, Θ =

diag(ejφ1 , · · · , ejφn , · · · , ejφN ) is a phase shift matrix, where
φn ∈ [0, 2π),∀n, is the phase shift by the n-th element.
Nakagami-m distribution is a versatile model which encapsu-
lates variety of fading scenarios. For example, it can also be
used to describe the Rician fading by setting its parameter m

as m =

(
1−

(
K

k+1

)2)−1

[32], where K is a Rician factor.

III. MODELING OF IRS-AIDED UAV NETWORKS

This section presents the modelling of the proposed aerial-
IRS based AmBC network. We first describe the signal model
and eventually formulate the SNR of various communication
links. Then, based on the obtained SNR, we derive the
probability of successful SIC.

A. SNR Formulation

For the information transmission in the considered system
framework, firstly, a terrestrial node S transmits its symbol x
with E[x2] = 1 to UE using the cooperation from UAV-IRS.
In the meantime, the secondary node T modulates its own
information c with E[c2] = 1, on the received ambient RF
signal from UAV-IRS, to transmit for its destination R. As a
result, the signal received at UE can be given as

ye =

√
Pbd̃1hH

b,uΘhu,ex+

√
Pbηd̃2hH

b,uΘhu,texc+ νe, (4)

where Pb is the transmit power at the S,
d̃1 = (dbu/d0)

−α(ϕb,u)(due/d0)
−α(ϕu,e), d̃2 =

(dbu/d0)
−α(ϕb,u)(dut/d0)

−α(ϕu,t)(dte/d0)
−αo , with d0

being the reference distance and dbu =
√

|qb − qu|2 +H2,
due =

√
|qe − qu|2 +H2, dut =

√
|qt − qu|2 +H2, and

dte = |qt − qe|, are the distances between S to UAV-IRS,
UAV-IRS to UE, and T to UE, respectively. αo is the
path-loss exponent for the terrestrial links, η ∈ [0, 1] is
the backscatter efficiency of T, and νe ∼ CN (0, σ2

e) is the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). In (4), the second
term accounts for the interference from the backscattered
secondary transmission. Based on the received signal in
(4), the UE decodes its information using the following
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)

Λx
E =

Pbd̃1
∣∣hH

b,uΘhu,e

∣∣2
Pbηd̃2

∣∣hH
b,uΘhu,te

∣∣2 + σ2
e

. (5)
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On the other hand, the signal received at R can be given by

yr =

√
Pbηd̃3hH

b,uΘhu,trxc+

√
Pbd̃4hH

b,uΘhu,rx+ νr, (6)

where d̃3 = (dbu/d0)
−α(ϕb,u)(dut/d0)

−α(ϕu,t)(dtr/d0)
−αo , d̃4 =

(dbu/d0)
−α(ϕb,u)(dur/d0)

−α(ϕu,r), with dur =√
|qr − qu|2 +H2, and dtr = |qt − qr| being the distances

between UAV-IRS to R, and T to R, respectively, and
νr ∼ CN (0, σ2

r) is the AWGN. As highlighted earlier,
due to cooperation between primary and secondary systems,
node R can decode its information c using SIC [16]–[18].
Specifically, it first decodes the signal of UE while treating c
as an interference and subsequently obtains its information
by eliminating the decoded signal. As such, the SINR at R to
decode the x can be given by

Λx
R =

Pbd̃4
∣∣hH

b,uΘhu,r

∣∣2
Pbηd̃3

∣∣hH
b,uΘhu,tr

∣∣2 + σ2
r

. (7)

After eliminating the decoded signal x from its observation,
R retrieves its information using the SNR2

Λc
R =

Pb

σ2
r

ηd̃3
∣∣hH

b,uΘhu,tr

∣∣2. (8)

Hereafter, it is assumed that the channel state information
(CSI) of the pertinent channels are available at the S which
can be feedback to IRS controller from a dedicated control
channel [34]. Various methods of the channel estimation have
been reported in existing works, for instance, see [35], [36].
Also, note that as IRS configures itself to optimize the phase
shifts for UE, nodes T and R will experience the arbitrary
phase shifts. For notational simplicity, let us represent the RVs
X = hH

b,uΘhu,e, W = hH
b,uΘhu,te , Y = hH

b,uΘhu,r, and
Z = hH

b,uΘhu,tr .
Next, we derive the probability of successful SIC at R which

determines the acceptable information transmission between
secondary nodes T and R.

B. Probability of Successful SIC

Recalling that reader node R first needs to decode the
received signal from the legacy primary transmission for
carrying out the SIC. Basically, the SIC capable receiver at R
first decodes the stronger signal from the S and then subtract
it from the combined received signal in (6) to finally extract
its own information. We can define this requirement for node
R as the condition of successful SIC. Mathematically, it is
the probability that the SINR Λx

R in (7) exceeds a predefined
decoding threshold which can be expressed as

Psic(τ) = Pr[Λx
R > τ ]

= 1− Pr

[
Pbd̃4

∣∣hH
b,uΘhu,r

∣∣2
Pbηd̃3

∣∣hH
b,uΘhu,tr

∣∣2 + σ2
r

≤ τ

]

= 1−
∫ ∞

z=0

F|Y |2

(
τ

Pbd̃4
(Pbηd̃3z + σ2

r)

)
f|Z|2(z)dz,

(9)

2To mitigate the effect of triple fading at R, UAV’s location can be
optimized to maximize its SNR. However, this study is beyond the scope
of the current work and is hence left for the future research.

where τ is the minimum required threshold to decode the pri-
mary’s signal. In the following theorem, we provide the closed-
form solution of (9) to obtain the probability of successful SIC.

Theorem 1. The probability of successful SIC at R is given
by

Psic(τ) =
1

NΩbuΩutr

exp

(
−τσ2

r

Pbd̃4NΩbuΩur

)
×

(
d̃4NΩbuΩurΩutr

τηd̃3Ωutr + d̃4Ωur

)
. (10)

Proof. Please refer to Appendix A. ■

The result of Theorem 1 will be utilized to analyze the
performance of backscattering secondary system in the subse-
quent section.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED AMBC
ASSISTED CO-EXISTENCE

This section analyzes the performance of the considered
framework by evaluating two key metrics e.g., OP and ESE.

A. Outage Probability

Under this subsection, we compute the OPs for both legacy
primary system and backscattering secondary system by de-
riving their analytical expressions. For the primary system,
we consider two different scenarios viz., optimal phase shifts
design and random phase shifting at IRS. To simplify the
expressions and better understand them, we also derive the
asymptotic behaviour of OPs.

1) Primary System with Optimal Phase Shifts

The primary system is said to be in outage if the received
SINR Λx

E at UE falls below a certain threshold. As such, for
a given target rate Rp, OP can be expressed as

P pri
out(Rp) = Pr

[
Pbd̃1

∣∣hH
b,uΘhu,e

∣∣2
Pbηd̃2

∣∣hH
b,uΘhu,te

∣∣2 + σ2
e

≤ rpth

]
, (11)

where rpth = 2Rp − 1 is a threshold. Hereby, we consider a
coherent phase shift design [37] to enhance the performance of
primary user UE. In other words, it is assumed that the phase
shifts from the IRS elements are adjusted in such a way that the
reflected signals are co-phased, i.e., φn = −∠hb,nhn,e where
∠x indicates the phase of a complex number x. Consequently,
we can re-write the OP expression in (11) as

P pri
out(Rp) = Pr


Pbd̃1

(
N∑

n=1
|hb,n||hn,e|

)2

Pbηd̃2
∣∣hH

b,uΘhu,te

∣∣2 + σ2
e

≤ rpth

 . (12)

In the following theorem, we provide the analytical expression
for the OP.
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Theorem 2. The OP of primary system with optimal phase
shifts is given by3

P pri
out(Rp) =

L∑
n=0

exp

(
σ2
e

PbNΩbuΩuteηd̃2

)
2

Γ(kx + n+ 1)

×A(Rp)
1

NΩbuΩute

d̃1β
2
x

rpthηd̃2
, (13)

with

kx = N
(E[Ξn])

2

Var[Ξn]
and βx =

Var[Ξn]

E[Ξn]
. (14)

Proof. Please refer to Appendix B. ■

To further obtain the insights into the derived OP expression,
we obtain its asymptotic approximation at high transmit power,
i.e., Pb → ∞.

Corollary 1. The asymptotic OP of the primary system can
be derived as

P pri
out(Rp) ≃

Pb→∞

L∑
n=0

(
2d̃1β

2
x

rpthηd̃2NΩbuΩute

)− kx+n
2

× (kx + n+ 1) exp

(
rpthηd̃2NΩbuΩute

8d̃1β2
x

)

×D−(kx+n+2)

(√
rpthηd̃2NΩbuΩute

2d̃1β2
x

)
. (15)

Proof. See Appendix C. ■

Remark: It can be noted from (15) in Corollary 1 that OP
of the primary system at asymptotic limit is independent of
the transmit power Pb. Such independence from the transmit
power will lead to an error floor in the outage performance.
This observation can also be validated via numerical results,
as we shall observe later in Section V.

2) Primary System with Random Phase Shifts
When perfect CSI is not available at S, the phase shifts of

IRS can not be optimally co-phased viz., φn ̸= −∠hb,nhn,e.
As a result, the UE will experience random phase shifts. As
such, random phase shifting can avoid requisition of the global
CSI and eventually reduce the system overhead. Random phase
shifting may also be applicable for the scenarios when perfect
CSI is not available due to various impairments. For this case,
OP can be expressed as

P pri
out,rp(Rp) = Pr

[
Pbd̃1

∣∣hH
b,uΘhu,e

∣∣2
Pbηd̃2

∣∣hH
b,uΘhu,te

∣∣2 + σ2
e

≤ rpth

]
. (16)

The following theorem provides the closed-form expression
for the OP.

3As in [8], we examine the performance for a given location of UAV. The
average performance along the UAV trajectory can be numerically examined.

Theorem 3. The OP of primary system with random phase
shifts can be expressed by

P pri
out,rp(Rp) = 1− 1

NΩbuΩute

exp

(
−rpthσ

2
e

Pbd̃1NΩbuΩue

)
×

(
rpthηd̃2

d̃1NΩbuΩue

+
1

NΩbuΩute

)−1

. (17)

Proof. Please refer to Appendix D. ■

Further, at asymptotic limit, i.e., Pb → ∞, P pri
out,rp(Rp) can

be expressed as

P pri
out,rp(Rp) ≃

Pb→∞
1− d̃1Ωue

Ωuter
p
thηd̃2 + d̃1Ωue

, (18)

where (18) can be derived by computing the integral in (D.1)
for Pb → ∞.
Remark: Similar to the case of optimal phase shifts, OP of
primary system with random phase shifting is also independent
of the transmit power Pb at asymptotic limit which will
give rise to an error floor. Moreover, it can also be noted
that P pri

out,rp(Rp) in (18) does not depend on number of
reflecting elements N . Consequently, the outage performance
may remain unaffected with respect to N at higher Pb. These
inferences can also be verified using numerical results in
Section V.

3) Backscattering Secondary System
For the backscattering secondary system, an outage occurs

if either R is unable to successfully perform SIC or SNR Λc
R

at reader R falls below a specific threshold. Based on the SIC
probability, the OP can be formulated as

P sec
out (Rs) = P̄sic(τ) + Psic(τ)Pr [log2 (1 + Λc

R) ≤ Rs] ,
(19)

where Psic(τ) is as given in Theorem 1, with P̄sic(τ) = 1−
Psic(τ). On substituting the SNR Λc

R from (8), we re-write
(19) as

P sec
out (Rs)= P̄sic(τ)+Psic(τ)Pr

[
Pb

σ2
r

ηd̃3
∣∣hH

b,uΘhu,tr

∣∣2≤ rsth

]
,

(20)

where Rs is a target rate and rsth = 2Rs − 1. Following
corollary provides the closed-form solution for the above
equation.

Corollary 2. The OP of the backscattering secondary system
can be expressed as

P sec
out (Rs) = P̄sic(τ) +Psic(τ)

×
1∑

k=0

(−1)k exp

(
−krsthσ

2
r

Pbηd̃3NΩbuΩutr

)
, (21)

Proof. Following the reasoning in Appendix A, it can be
established that the RV Z = hH

b,uΘhu,tr can be statistically
characterized using a complex Gaussian distribution. Conse-
quently, |Z|2 will follow an exponential distribution with the
CDF given by

F|Z|2(z) = 1− exp

(
− z

NΩbuΩutr

)
. (22)
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Using this CDF in (21), we can obtain the desired expression
in Corollary 2. ■

In the following corollary, we obtain asymptotic OP of the
backscattering secondary system.

Corollary 3. At higher transmit power, i.e., Pb → ∞, the
asymptotic OP of the backscattering secondary system can be
expressed as

P sec
out (Rs) ≃

Pb→∞
P̄ asy
sic (τ)+P asy

sic (τ)
rsthσ

2
r

Pbηd̃3NΩbuΩutr

, (23)

where P̄ asy
sic (τ) = 1− P asy

sic (τ) and P asy
sic (τ) is given by

P asy
sic (τ) =

d̃4Ωur

Ωutrτηd̃3 + d̃4Ωur

. (24)

Proof. See Appendix E. ■

Dependence of P sec
out (Rs) on N at higher Pb signifies that

the increase in the number of reflecting elements can enhance
the OP performance of secondary. However, the product of Pb

and N at their higher values leads to negligible second term
in (23). As a result, the OP would be predominantly govern
by the term P̄ asy

sic (τ) and thus, saturated with respect to Pb

and N owing to the independence from them.
Next, we analyze the ESE of the proposed network configu-

ration for both primary and backscattering secondary systems.

B. Ergodic Spectral Efficiency

In what follows under this subsection, we analyze another
important performance metric called ESE for the legacy pri-
mary system as well as backscattering secondary system.

1) Primary System with Optimal Phase Shifts
Based on the SINR Λx

E in (5), the ESE for the primary
system can be expressed as

Cpri = E

[
log2

(
1+

Pbd̃1
∣∣hH

b,uΘhu,e

∣∣2
Pbηd̃2

∣∣hH
b,uΘhu,te

∣∣2 + σ2
e

)]
. (25)

For the optimal phase shifts at IRS, (25) can be re-expressed
as

Cpri = E

log2
1+

Pbd̃1

(
N∑

n=1
|hb,n||hn,e|

)2

Pbηd̃2
∣∣hH

b,uΘhu,te

∣∣2 + σ2
e




= E
[
log2

(
Pbd̃1|X̃|2 + Pbηd̃2|W |2 + σ2

e

)]
− E

[
log2

(
Pbηd̃2|W |2 + σ2

e

)]
. (26)

where X̃ =
∑N

n=1 |hb,n||hn,e|. It appears that obtaining the
closed-form solution of the above expression is rather intricate.
Therefore, we seek for its approximation by using the Jensen’s
inequality as follows

Cpri ≈ log2

(
Pbd̃1E

[
|X̃|2

]
+ Pbηd̃2E

[
|W |2

]
+ σ2

e

)
− log2

(
Pbηd̃2E

[
|W |2

]
+ σ2

e

)
, (27)

following the statistical characterization, as derived in Ap-
pendix F, one can obtain

E[|X̃|2] = kxβ
2
x(1 + kx) (28)

E[|W |2] = NΩbuΩute . (29)

Finally, using these values in (27), we can obtain a simplified
approximation for the ESE of primary system with optimal
phase shifts.

2) Primary System with Random Phase Shifts
The ESE for the primary system with random phase shifts

at IRS can be given by

Cpri,rp = E

[
log2

(
1+

Pbd̃1
∣∣hH

b,uΘhu,e

∣∣2
Pbηd̃2

∣∣hH
b,uΘhu,te

∣∣2 + σ2
e

)]
, (30)

which, on using the Jensen’s inequality, can be expressed as

Cpri ≈ log2

(
Pbd̃1E

[
|X|2

]
+ Pbηd̃2E

[
|W |2

]
+ σ2

e

)
− log2

(
Pbηd̃2E

[
|W |2

]
+ σ2

e

)
. (31)

Based on (D.2) in Appendix D, we can deduce that E[|X|2] =
NΩbuΩue. Using this along with (29) and thereby substituting
them into (31), we can obtain the ESE of the primary system
for the random phase shifts.

3) Backscattering Secondary System
Depending on the SNR Λc

R in (8), the ESE for the secondary
system can be formulated as

Csec = Psic(τ)E

[
log2

(
1+

Pb

σ2
r

ηd̃3
∣∣hH

b,uΘhu,tr

∣∣2)]. (32)

On evaluating the above expectation, the exact closed-form
expression for the ESE of backscattering secondary system
can be given by

Csec = − log2(e)Psic(τ) exp

(
σ2
r

Pbηd̃3NΩbuΩutr

)
× Ei

(
−σ2

r

Pbηd̃3NΩbuΩutr

)
. (33)

The proof of the derivation of (33) is presented in Appendix
G.

Based on the analyses in this section, the forthcoming
section presents several numerical and simulation results to
validate the theoretical analysis and thereby discusses the
impact of various design parameters to provide insights.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents the numerical results based on the
theoretical analysis. Extensive Monte Carlo simulations have
been performed to validate the derived analytical results. We
set the several system parameters as Ωbu = Ωur = 2, Ωue =
3.5, Ωute = 0.1, Ωutr = 0.5, mbu = mue = 1, C = 20, B =
0.5, cℓ = −1.5, fℓ = 3.5 [31]. Without losing generality, we
consider H = 1.5 km, r = 0.5 km, Rp = 3, Rs = 0.1, d0 = 1
m, qb = [−2 −2 0]T km,qe = [3 0 0]T km,qt = [3 −1 0]T

m, qr = [5 −1 0]T m, αo = 2.5, τ = 0.1, σ2
e = σ2

r = −10
dBm, unless stated otherwise. It is also assumed that, for the
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Fig. 2: OP of primary system with random phase shifts in terms of
the transmit power Pb.
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Fig. 3: OP of primary system with optimal phase shifts in terms of
the transmit power Pb.

random phase shifts, the resulting phase errors are uniformly
distributed between 0 and 2π. For illustrating the numerical
results, we use solid/dash-dot/dash-dash lines to represent the
analytical results derived in Section IV while dotted lines for
the asymptotic results.

In Fig. 2, we plot the outage performance of primary
network in terms of the transmit power Pb for the random
phase shifts at IRS. Apparently, the analytical results are
well-matched with the simulation results, which corroborate

the theoretical analysis. Clearly, the asymptotic curves also
follow the analytic curves at high Pb. It can be observed
from the curves that, for the random phase shifts, increase
in N does not significantly enhance the OP performance. Evi-
dently, random phase shifting is unable to utilize the available
degrees of freedom effectively. Further, a small performance
improvement with N can be witnessed in low-to-medium Pb

regime, whereas, for the high Pb, performance almost remains
unaffected with N . Moreover, the performance is observed to
be saturated at high power regime which can be attributed
to the interference from the backscattering transmission. The
error floor at higher Pb can also be witnessed from the
flat asymptotic curves. Further, as backscattering efficiency η
increases, the performance deteriorates as higher η engenders
high interference to primary transmission.

In Fig. 3, we plot the outage performance of primary net-
work in terms of the transmit power Pb for the optimal phase
shift design at IRS. As can be observed, the optimal phase shift
design can remarkably enhance the performance of primary
system. Evidently, as N increases, the OP performance of
the primary improves. However, the performance is saturated
at high power regime which is also suggestive from the flat
asymptotic curves. Similar to the random phase shifts case,
increase in η results in degraded performance.

Fig. 4 demonstrates the OP performance of backscattering
secondary system in terms of the transmit power. It can be
seen from the curves that asymptotic results follow the analytic
results at higher Pb, which also validates the analytical results.
Evidently, with increase in N , the performance of secondary
improves. Moreover, the increase in the values of η results in
OP performance improvement. This is associated with the fact
that a higher η provides additional power for the backscattered
transmission which in turn, leads to enhanced performance.
Interestingly, at higher Pb and η, the secondary performance
also degrades as observed in the curves corresponding to η =
0.8 at Pb = 30 dB. This is due to an increased likelihood of
SIC failure at higher values of η and Pb.

In Fig. 5, we showcase the outage performance of primary
system with random phase shifts and secondary backscattering
system in terms of the UAV trajectory. The curves are plotted
by varying the θ which governs the 3D location of UAV-
IRS. Apparently, the outage probability varies as UAV hovers
around in a circular trajectory. Clearly, at certain points, the
performance is found to be optimal which can be useful for
the identification of proper UAV placement.

In Fig. 6, we plot the ESE performance of primary system
with respect to transmit power Pb for the optimal phase shifts
design to analyze the impact of N . Firstly, it can be noted that
the approximation is fairly close to the exact simulation results
and almost accurate in the low-to-medium transmit power
regime. Further, we note from the pertinent curves that the ESE
of primary system can be improved by increasing N . However,
due to the interference from the backscattered transmission, the
ESE of primary tends to saturate in the high transmit power
regime. Similar observations can be drawn from Fig. 7 for
the case of random phase shifts. Although the performance
improvement in the former case is more significant than the
latter with respect to varying N . Additionally, from Fig. 6
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Fig. 4: OP of backscattering secondary system in terms of the transmit
power Pb.
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Fig. 5: OP of primary and secondary systems in terms of the UAV’s
location.

and Fig. 7, it is apparent that the gap between actual capacity
(represented by simulation markers) and Jensen’s bound when
compared with the gap between actual capacity and obtained
approximation is significantly high. This suggests that the
obtained approximation is closer to the actual results than the
Jensen’s bound.

Fig. 8 illustrates the ESE performance of backscattering
secondary system with respect to transmit power Pb. Hereby,
it can be observed that increase in the number of reflective
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Fig. 6: ESE of primary system with optimal phase shifts in terms of
the transmit power Pb.
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Fig. 7: ESE of primary system with random phase shifts in terms of
the transmit power Pb.

elements N results in enhanced ESE performance. Further,
on comparing the curves at lower and higher Pb, it can be
concluded that the ESE performance improvement with respect
to N is higher at high transmit power. However, unlike the
primary system, the ESE performance of secondary system
does not saturate at higher Pb and monotonically improves
with respect to Pb.
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Fig. 8: ESE of backscattering secondary system in terms of the
transmit power Pb.

VI. CONCLUSION

We examined a network configuration that enabled AmBC
assisted co-existence of a secondary system in aerial-IRS wire-
less networks. The performance is characterized by analyzing
the OP and ESE. Evidently, the deployment of an UAV-IRS
offers additional degrees of freedom leading to the enhanced
performance for the primary system with optimal phase shifts
and also for the backscattering secondary system with respect
to number of reflective elements N . Primary system with
random phase shifting at IRS is unable to utilize the available
degrees of freedom effectively and hence does not witness
significant performance improvement with N . Also, it has
been observed that backscatter efficiency is a crucial design
parameter which can significantly affect the performance of
both the systems. Further, it has also been noted that ESE
can be improved by increasing the reflective elements of IRS.
In essence, we demonstrated the feasibility of co-existence
of secondary system in the primary’s spectrum using AmBC
technology, which can offer both spectral- and energy-efficient
solutions for the future networks’ deployment.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

To evaluate the integral in (9), we first obtain the distribution
of RV Y = hH

b,uΘhu,r. Due to random phase shifts at IRS,
we can write Y =

∑N
n=1 |hb,n||hn,r|ejθn where θn = φn +

∠hb,nhn,r. We express RV Y as

Y = Re

{
N∑

n=1

|hb,n||hn,r|ejθn
}
+Im

{
N∑

n=1

|hb,n||hn,r|ejθn
}

= Y R
n + Y I

n . (A.1)
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Fig. 9: Rayleigh approximation of |Y |.

For large N , it has been shown that Y R
n and Y I

m, for n ̸= m,
are independent [32], [38] and thus, by using central limit
theorem, they can be represented using Gaussian distribution
as

Y R
n , Y I

n ∼ N
(
0,

N

2
ΩbuΩur

)
. (A.2)

Further, due to independence between the real and imaginary
parts, RV Y follows a complex Gaussian distribution. As a
consequence, |Y | can be characterized by a Rayleigh distribu-
tion. The accuracy of such characterization can be witnessed
from the Fig. 9. As a consequence, |Y |2 follows an exponential
distribution [27] with PDF and CDF, respectively, as

f|Y |2(y) =
1

NΩbuΩur
exp

(
− y

NΩbuΩur

)
(A.3)

and

F|Y |2(y) = 1− exp

(
− y

NΩbuΩur

)
. (A.4)

Following the similar lines of derivation, PDF of |Z|2 can be
given by

f|Z|2(z) =
1

NΩbuΩutr

exp

(
− z

NΩbuΩutr

)
. (A.5)

Next, substituting the obtained CDF FY (y) and PDF f|Z|2(z)
into (9), we can write Psic(τ) as

Psic(τ) =
1

NΩbuΩutr

∫ ∞

z=0

exp

(
−τ(Pbηd̃3z + σ2

r)

Pbd̃4NΩbuΩur

)

× exp

(
− z

NΩbuΩutr

)
dz, (A.6)

after solving the above integral, one can arrive at the expres-
sion in Theorem 2.
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

From the definition of OP of the primary system in (12),
we have

P pri
out(Rp) = Pr

[
Pbd̃1X̃

2

Pbηd̃2|W |2 + σ2
e

≤ rpth

]

=

∫ ∞

w=0

FX̃

√rpth(Pbηd̃2w + σ2
e)

Pbd̃1

 f|W |2(w)dw, (B.1)

where X̃ =
∑N

n=1 |hb,n||hn,e|. To evaluate the above integral,
we first characterize the distribution of RV X using moment
matching. As hb,n and hn,e follow Nakagami-m distribution,
the PDF of their product (Ξn = |hb,n||hn,e|) can be readily
obtained as [40]

fΞn
(x) =

4

Γ(mbu)Γ(mue)

(
mbumue

ΩbuΩue

)mbu+mue
2

× xmbu+mue−1Kmbu−mue

(
2x

√
mbumue

ΩbuΩue

)
. (B.2)

Next, we obtain the r-th moment E[Ξn(r)] of the RV Ξn as

E[Ξn(r)] =

∫ ∞

x=0

xrfΞn
(x)dx, (B.3)

on substituting PDF fΞn(x) from (B.2) into (B.3) and there-
after solving the resultant integral using [29, eq. (6.561.16)],
one can obtain

E[Ξn(r)] =

(
ΩbuΩue

mbumue

) r
2 Γ

(
mbu + r

2

)
Γ
(
mue +

r
2

)
Γ(mbu)Γ(mue)

,

(B.4)

Based on the above, we can obtain mean and variance as

E[Ξn] = E[Ξn(1)]

=

(
ΩbuΩue

mbumue

) 1
2 Γ

(
mbu + 1

2

)
Γ
(
mue +

1
2

)
Γ(mbu)Γ(mue)

(B.5)

and Var[Ξn] = E[Ξn(2)]− (E[Ξn])
2

= ΩbuΩue − (E[Ξn])
2
. (B.6)

Finally, we can match the distribution of X̃ =
∑N

n=1 Ξn to a
Gamma distribution with the following shape kx and scale βx

parameters

kx = N
(E[Ξn])

2

Var[Ξn]
and βx =

Var[Ξn]

E[Ξn]
. (B.7)

The accuracy of this characterization can be witnessed from
the Fig. 10. Next, using the obtained parameters in (B.7), the
CDF of a Gamma distributed RV X̃ can be given by [41]

FX̃(x) =
1

Γ(kx)
Υ

(
kx,

x

βx

)
, (B.8)

which can be expressed using a series representation of
incomplete Gamma function [42] as

FX̃(x) =

L∑
n=0

1

Γ(kx + n+ 1)βkx+n
x

xkx+n exp

(
− x

βx

)
.

(B.9)
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Fig. 10: Gamma approximation of X̃ .

Hereby, L equals infinity provides exact values of FX̃(x),
however, even for L = 20, the series converges to sufficient
level of accuracy. Further, following the approach in Appendix
A, we obtain PDF of |W |2 as

f|W |2(w) =
1

NΩbuΩute

exp

(
− w

NΩbuΩute

)
. (B.10)

On substituting (B.9) and (B.10) in (B.1) and followed by
appropriate substitutions, we have

P pri
out(Rp) =

L∑
n=0

exp

(
σ2
e

PbNΩbuΩuteηd̃2

)
2

Γ(kx + n+ 1)

× 1

NΩbuΩute

d̃1β
2
x

rpthηd̃2

∫ ∞

v=

√
r
p
th

σ2
e

Pbd̃1β2
x

vkx+n+1

× exp

(
−v − d̃1β

2
xv

2

rpthηd̃2NΩbuΩute

)
dv. (B.11)

For simplification, let us denote the integral in (B.11) by
A(Rp). Apparently, the integral A(Rp) is intricate to evaluate
for the closed-form solution, however, it can be analyzed using
the numerical methods or any computing software.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF COROLLARY 1

Using (12) and (B.1), we can express P pri
out(Rp) at asymp-

totic limit Pb → ∞ as

P pri
out(Rp) ≃

Pb→∞

∫ ∞

w=0

FX̃

√rpthηd̃2w

d̃1

 f|W |2(w)dw,

(C.1)
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on invoking CDF FX̃(·) from (B.9) and PDF fW (w) from
(B.10) into (C.1) followed by variable transformation and
substitution, we can express

P pri
out(Rp) ≃

Pb→∞

L∑
n=0

2

Γ(kx + n+ 1)

d̃1β
2
x

rpthηd̃2

1

NΩbuΩute

×
∫ ∞

t=0

tkx+n+1 exp

(
−t− β2

xd̃1t
2

rpthηd̃2NΩbuΩute

)
dt,

(C.2)

on solving the above integral using [29, eq. (3.462)], we can
obtain the expression as given in Corollary 1.

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

To derive the OP of primary system with random phase
shifts, we can express (17) in an integral form as

P pri
out,rp(Rp)=

∫ ∞

w=0

F|X|2

(
rpth
Pbd̃1

(Pbηd̃2w+σ2
e)

)
f|W |2(w)dw.

(D.1)

Owing to random phase shifts at IRS, the RV X can be
written as X = hH

b,uΘhu,e =
∑N

n=1 |hb,n||hn,e|ejθn , where
θn = φn + ∠hb,nhn,e. Following the reasoning in Appendix
A, it can be shown that the amplitude of complex RV X can
be characterized by a Rayleigh distribution and thereby |X|2
follows an exponential distribution with its PDF and CDF
given, respectively, by

f|X|2(x) =
1

NΩbuΩue
exp

(
− x

NΩbuΩue

)
(D.2)

and

F|X|2(x) = 1− exp

(
− x

NΩbuΩue

)
. (D.3)

On invoking F|X|2(x) from (D.3) and f|W |2(w) from (B.10)
into (D.1) and subsequently evaluating the resultant integral
leads to expression of P pri

out,rp(Rp) in Theorem 3.

APPENDIX E
PROOF OF COROLLARY 3

To derive OP in Corollary 3, we first obtain P asy
sic (τ) using

(9) at Pb → ∞ as

P asy
sic (τ) ≃

Pb→∞
1−

∫ ∞

z=0

F|Y |2

(
τηd̃3z

d̃4

)
f|Z|2(z)dz, (E.1)

which, after substituting the respective CDF and PDF, can be
expressed as

P asy
sic (τ) ≃

Pb→∞

1

NΩbuΩutr

∫ ∞

z=0

exp

(
−τηd̃3z

d̃4NΩbuΩur

)

× exp

(
− z

NΩbuΩutr

)
dz, (E.2)

on computing the above integral, (24) can be obtained. Further,
utilizing the approximation exp(−x) ≃

x→0
1 − x, along with

obtained P̄ asy
sic (τ) into (23), Corollary 3 is proved.

APPENDIX F
DERIVATION OF (28) AND (29)

To derive E[|X̃|2], we use the transformation of a RV V =
|X̃|2 as follows

F|X̃|2(x) = FX̃(
√
x), x > 0, (F.1)

based on the above relationship, the PDF of |X̃|2 can be
expressed as

f|X̃|2(x) = fV (x) =
1

2
√
x
fX̃(

√
x). (F.2)

Utilizing this PDF, we can further obtain E[|X|2] as

E[|X̃|2] =
∫ ∞

0

vfV (v)dv =

∫ ∞

0

√
v

2
fX̃(

√
v)dv. (F.3)

From Appendix B, we can deduce

fX̃(x) =
1

Γ(kx)β
kx
x

xkx−1 exp

(
− x

βx

)
, (F.4)

on invoking (F.4) into (F.3) followed by subsequent evaluation
of the resultant integral yields (28). Further, in Appendix B, it
is observed that |W |2 can be characterized by an exponential
distribution with its PDF in (B.10). Therefore, E[|W |2] can be
readily obtained as given by (29).

APPENDIX G
DERIVATION OF (33)

To derive (33), we first use the following transformation

E [log2 (1+ ζ)] = log2(e)

∫ ∞

0

1− Fζ(z)

1 + z
dz, (G.1)

where ζ = Pb

σ2
r
ηd̃3
∣∣hH

b,uΘhu,tr

∣∣2 = Pb

σ2
r
ηd̃3|Z|2 and Fζ(·) is its

CDF. Based on (A.5) in Appendix A, we can obtain CDF of
ζ as

Fζ(z) = 1− exp

(
−zσ2

r

Pbηd̃3NΩbuΩutr

)
. (G.2)

Invoking (G.1) and (G.2) in (32) and eventually computing
the resultant integral with the aid of [29, eq. (3.352.4)], the
expression in (33) can be obtained.
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